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INTRODUCTION
In the Pacific Northwest, harvest activities

are shifting from old-growth to young-growth
stands. Beuter et al. (1976) project that by

1995 the timber supply on industrial lands
in Oregon will come from the 25- to 30-year
age class. In Region 6 of the U.S. Forest
Service, future acreage thinned annually is

projected to equal the acreage cut in old-

growth timber (Binkley 1980). Cable yarding
is often required in the Pacific Northwest
because of steep slopes and fragile soil
conditions; however, this often results in
narrow profit margins because of high
operating cost and low selling prices for
small

logs

(those

averaging less

cubic feet) (Gabrielli 1980).

than

17

Small yarders with low fixed and operating
costs are used in many foreign countries to
These
yard small logs on steep slopes.
machines typically have two or three drums,
tower heights between 20 and 30 feet, and a
40-100 horsepower engine, and frequently use

a power take-off from a separate tractor. In
the mid-1970's, researchers at Oregon State
University (OSU) initiated studies aimed at
evaluating the small yarder concept for harvesting smallwood under conditions typical of

the Pacific Northwest (Aulerich

1975).

A

cooperative research program between OSU and

several timber companies was established to
support this research. Production research

projects over several years in a variety of
areas demonstrated the utility of small yarders for uphill thinning (single-span and

downhill thinning, hardwood
clearcutting, prebunching, and releaseconversion of a hardwood-brush site (Kellogg

multispan),

1980, Kramer 1978, Neilson 1977, Keller 1979,
Scherer 1979).

This earlier research on yarding smallwood
found that labor costs are often 50 percent

or more of the harvesting cost; therefore,

cost-effective job assignments are important.

It was also experienced that the landing area
can become congested when using small yarders. Unhooking and decking of logs are critical safety problems in yarding small logs
on steep slopes (Oregon Occupational Safety
and Health Code 437-80-325). Swinging logs
away from the landing with a separate machine
was considered as a possible solution; of

course, this would affect the costs of the

Previous studies
loading operation, too.
revealed that felling small trees in dense
stands is time consuming. A large portion of
productive time spent thinning is lost
because of hang-ups, limbing, and bucking
European
(Aulerich 1975, Gabrielli 1980).
loggers have successfully combined felling
and yarding into a single operation, referred

to in this bulletin as "hot thinning."

This

method involves yarding whole trees to the
landing for limbing and bucking, and results
in better processing efficiency (Lisland
1975). Fallers are only cutting the tree off
the stump.

As a follow-up to problems and unknowns

raised by prior research concerned with small
yarders and smallwood thinning, we evaluated
conventional thinning operations that dif-

fered in crew size and use of a skidder for

Regression equations, production
rates, and costs were developed for yarding,
swinging, and loading operations. A second
phase of our research compared a 2-person
crew doing conventional thinning to a
4-person crew and skidder doing hot thinning
with either
10or 20-foot corridors.
Regression equations, production rates, and
costs were developed for felling and yarding.
swinging.

This bulletin

summarizes

results of these studies
and
swinging,
skidder

in

two parts the

on

hot

crew

size,

thinning.

Harvesting productivity is defined as input
(cost) divided by output (production rate)
and measured as dollars per cunit.

EQUIPMENT AND PLANNING
The yarder used in this research was a Koller
K-300 (Fig. 1) two-drum machine capable of
yarding approximately 1,000 feet (1,100 feet
of 5/8 inch skyline and 1,100 feet of 3/8
inch mainline). The 23-foot tower folds at
the base, so the machine can be transported
between logging units. During yarding, two
or three guylines, and a base plate under the

trailer at the back of the machine, are used
to stabilize the tower. The K-300 can be
mounted on a tractor with a three-point hitch
or on a trailer with its own engine. The
trailer version used in our studies is
powered by a Ford 50-horsepower, gasoline
engine.
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A Koller self-clamping carriage with a 1-ton

rated capacity was also used. The carriage
Is clamped to the skyline during lateral

yarding by a hydraulic, system that utilizes
pressure accumulated when the carriage moves
along the skyline. Clamping and load hook

release are controlled by changes in direction of the carriage both at the hook point
and the landing.

Additional equipment used in the studies
included a rubber-tired, John Deere 440
(70-horsepower),

choker-type skidder and a

Crown Super 3000 self-loader mounted on a log

truck.

Congested landing problems can be anticipated
in the planning phase by considering
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variables of the harvest setting, and avoided
during the operation by changing harvest
methods. A small computer model was deve-

loped from our studies to aid in this analysis (McIntire 1981). The ground configuration and the relationship between chordslope

and landing slope are controlling factors.

w[_

When 'bad" ground profiles resulted in turns
hanging-up at the end of log decks (Fig. 2),
we solved the problem by rigging an intermediate support jack close to the landing at

r
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FIGURE 1.

KOLLER K-300 YARDER.

the grade break. Available decking space and
the number of logs yarded per skyline road is

another critical factor.

When decking space

I

Clearance problem.,

intermediate support

rigged here helps
solve problem

FIGURE 2.
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LOG DECK AREA SHOWING CHORDSLOPE/GROUNDSLOPE RELATIONSHIP.

it

Prior to actual logging, the research
crew flagged skyline corridors, and located
tailtrees and intermediate support trees.

was limited and the skidder was not part of

dies.

self-loading log trucks. We also tried sideblocking and pulling logs off to the side
with the mainline; however, this was less

Ground profiles were run and payload analysis
was conducted on an HP 9830 desk-top com-

the study, we moved the yarder and brought in

successful than moving the yarder and sche-

duling a log truck.

Depending on the terrain, both single-span

and multispan systems were rigged in our stu-

puter to help the layout and loading.

The

felling crew notched anchor stumps for lines.
Skyline corridors were prerigged in order to
save time when changing roads. The yarding
crew made the road changes as usual.

BALANCING CREW SIZE AND SKIDDER
SWINGING
SITE DESCRIPTION
Research on crew size and swinging took place
on portions of Oregon State University's Dunn

Forest, approximately 10 miles northwest of
Corvallis, Oregon. The stand contained a
mixture of 30- to 40-year-old Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii ([Mirb.] Franco)),
Grand fir (Abies grandis), and scattered hardwoods, principally bigleaf maple (Acer
macrophyllum) and Pacific madrone (Arbutus
menziesii).
It had not been previously
thinned. Average volume per acre before
thinning was 5,000 cubic feet, approximately
80 percent Douglas-fir and 20 percent hardwood.

Mean tree diameter at breast height (dbh) was
11

inches on approximately 245 trees per

acre. Thinning from below was done according

to guidelines given to the felling crew by
the forest manager.

Species priority, tree

dominance, and crown opening were the major
thinning objectives, with additional con-

sideration toward variable stand conditions

'(more

trees were left around natural
openings). Trees were usually felled at a 45

with the skyline corridor and
bucked to log lengths (16 to 48 ft range).
degree lead

This. conventional thinning operation removed
approximately 36 percent of the initial stems
per acre, leaving about 160 trees per acre.
Ground slopes were gentle, ranging from 9 to
38 percent (uphill logging).

PROCEDURES AND
MEASUREMENTS
Twenty-three skyline roads were logged; shift
data was recorded on all of them,
whereas detailed stopwatch data was collected
lev/eI

on only 16 corridors.

Shift level study pro-

cedures and results are reported elsewhere
(Olsen and Kellogg 1982, Kellogg 1981). Ten
of the 16 skyline roads were rigged as
single-span skylines and the rest as
multispan. Corridor layout varied to fit the
terrain (Appendix A: Fig. Al). Maximum
.

external yarding distance was 773 feet and
average corridor spacing was approximately
150 feet. Appendix A (Table Al) shows study
conditions for the 23 skyline roads in the
order of yarding. The first skyline road was
designated as practice for the logging crew
and the time-study crew; the next 16 corridors were the basis for the detailed study,
and the last 6 were only used to collect
shift level data.
Crew size was altered at the landing and at
the hooking site. Yarding crews of 2-, 3-,
and 4-persons without a skidder were used.

The same job assignments were also tried with

the addition of a skidder and operator (Table
These configurations were replicated
1).
once for the single-span roads but not for
the multispan roads. Crew combinations do
not include prerigging or felling. Crew members remained the same throughout the study;
however,

the yarder operator and rigging

slinger (choker setter) usually changed positions at noon each day. We observed that
this change added to overall system effiA separate felling crew was used
ciency.
before the yarding operation. All logging
crew members were employed by a contract
logger and had experience with thinning,
although they had not worked with the Koller
The skidder
yarder before this project.
operator had no prior experience running a
This crew member's duties also
skidder.
included hooking and unhooking the chokers
for swinging. Logs were sorted and decked
parallel or at a slight angle to the haul
road

as

close

to the yarder

as

possible,
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depending on haul road and timber stand
characteristics (Fig. 3).

A two-person crew collected detailed data for

time-studies on landing and choker setting
activities; one person was positioned at the

landing, and the other was stationed near the
choker setters. Two-way portable radios were
used for communication. The person on the
landing ran the stopwatch and recorded data,
while the person with the choker setters
collected measurements and monitored stopand-start times of yarding cycle elements. A

"snap back" method of timing continuously
recorded the duration of each activity by
resetting the stopwatch to zero when a new
activity began; times were recorded to the
nearest 1/ 100 of a minute.

Data was recorded

on computer-ready coding sheets; however,

these field sheets had to be reviewed and

minor conversions made before key punching.
Data
was
entered
State
into Oregon
University's Cyber Computer for statistical
analysis.

To compare loading efficiency between deck
types (Fig. 3), detailed time-studies of
loading were conducted on four loads from

yarder-built decks and seven loads from
skidder-built decks.
Detailed time-studies
of the swing operation by the skidder were
completed on four skyline corridors. Loading
and skidder time-study procedures were simi-

lar to the yarding study.

To facilitate analysis and interpretation of
data, total cycle times were segregated into

minor, non-productive elements and basic elements that contributed directly to output

during the cycle.
main

Other interruptions in the

cycle were classified

delays

as

and

recorded separately. We identified yarding
delays as any interruption in the normal production cycle; this included many small (less
than one minute) delays as well as more timeconsuming ones. The time required to change
skyline roads was also recorded separately.
In
to
cycle
time-elements,
addition
"independent" variables, upon which time was
expected to be dependent, were recorded.
Definitions

of

the

following

variables

of

yarding, skidding, and loading are given in
the Glossary; they are listed in order of
performance.

The cycle time-elements making

up total yarding time were outhaul, lateral

TABLE 1.
CORRIDOR TREATMENTS AND JOB ASSIGNMENTS FOR CREW/SKIDDER
STUDY.

Yarder

without skidder
4-person crew:

1 yarder operator
1 chaser
.2 choker setters

(Corridors 10, 22, 25)
3-person crew:
yarder operator, chaser
2 choker setters
(Corridors 8, 14, 28)
1

2-person crew:
1 yarder operator, chaser

1 choker setter
(Corridors 9, 17, 27)
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Yarder

with skidder
5-person crew:
same as 4-p.c., plus
1 skidder operator
(Corridor 34)

4-person crew:
same as 3-p.c., plus
1 skidder operator
(Corridors 33, 13, 18)
3-person crew:

same as 2-p.c., plus
1 skidder operator
(Corridors 19, 20, 21)
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FIGURE 3.

HARVEST SETTING AND DECK CONFIGURATIONS.

outhaul, hook, lateral inhaul, inhaul, repoIn addition, yarding
sition, and unhook.
resets were timed but not considered part of
total cycle time. This was done to better
reflect actual differences in treatment production rates. Resets were analyzed as a
delay and defined as the time required to
either reposition the choker or lines, rehook
a log, or unhook a log so that a turn of logs
was free to pass an obstacle. Several independent variables of yarding were measured:
logs per turn, turn volume, deck height, deck
width, slope distance, lateral distance, and
Swing cycle time-elements for
lead angle.
position, hook, travel
the skidder were
loaded, unhook, travel unloaded, and deck.
The independent skidding variables were percent slope, slope distance, logs, volume, and
Loading cycle time-elements were
decks.
release and position trailer, set-up loader,
store loader, bind, brand, swing unloaded,
sort, swing loaded, and adjust. The independent loading variables were number of logs
handled, number loaded, height, average
diameter,

average

volume

per

log,

volume, log length, and deck condition.

total

DATA ANALYSIS
this study, ground slope and skyline
(single-span or multispan) did not cause
significant differences in yarding cycle
times, so corridors were grouped into six
treatments according to only two factors: 1)
the number of crew members, and 2) whether
the skidder was used for swinging (Table 1).
In

The range and mean of independent variables

for yarding the 16 skyline roads included in
the

detailed

time-studies

are

shown

in

Appendix A (Table A2). Total delay-free turn
times for each treatment were combined into a
regression model of significant, independent

variables using forward stepwise regression

Interactive
Statistical
Table
2
shows
the
Programming System).
resulted.
which
equations
regression
Equations for skidder-assisted treatments
were accomplished with a single, forward
For the non-skidder
stepwise regression.
on

SIPS

(OSU

treatments, regression procedures were dif-

ferent because of interdependency between the
slope distance and the deck height variables.
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TABLE 2.
YARDING REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR CREW/SKIDDER STUDY.

With skidder

Without skidder
Crew=4
Time!
yarding

Crew=5
0.0373
+0.0027 (slope dist., ft)***

Time/
yarding

cycle

+0.0182

cycle

+0.0245

(min)

+0.5092 (logs/turn)***

(min)

+0.2937 (logs/turn)***

=

(lat. dist., ft)***

+0.0911
+0.0079

(deck ht., ft)***
(turn vol., ft3)***

= 0.0741
+0.0046 (slope dist., ft)***

+0.0075

R2 = 0.52

R2 = 0.67

n = 289

n = 135

Crew=4

Crew=3
Time/
=
yarding

cycle
(min)

0.4502

+0.0028 (slope dist., ft)***
+0.0176 (lat. dist., ft)***
+0.5291 (logs/turn)***

Time/
yarding

cycle
(min)

+0.0073

= 0.6121
+0.0029 (slope dist., ft)***

+0.0173
+0.4993

(lat. dirt., ft)***
(logs/turn)***

+0.0078 (turn vol., ft3)**

+0.0564 (deck ht., ft)***

(turn vol., ft3)**

R2=0.45
n=240

R2 = 0.45

n=283

Crew=3

Crew=2

Time/

(lat. dist., ft)***
(turn vol., ft3)*

=

Time!

0.5840

=0.9222

yarding

+0.0034 (slope dist., ft)***

yarding

+0.0027 (slope dist., ft)***

cycle

+0.0152

cycle

+0.0117

(min)

+0.4272 (logs/turn)***
+0.0665 (deck ht., ft)***

(min)

+0.4490 (lags/turn)***
+0.0256 (turn vol., ft3)***

+0.0178

(lat. dist., ft)***

(turn vol., ft3)***

R2 = 0.43
n = 329

(lat. dist., ft)***

R2 = 0.47
n = 179 '
Continued
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TABLE 2 (continued).
Combined Equation for Yarding

Time/yarding cycle

= 1.3969

+0.0039 (slope dist., ft)***
+0.0178 (lat. dist., ft)***
+0.4293 (logs/turn)***
+0.0151 (turn vol., ft3) ***
-0.3814 (number hookers)*** (1 or 2)
-0.0941 (landing crew)*** (1 or 2)
-0.3074 (skidder)*** no skidder = 0, or skidder
R2 = 0.54
n = 1,455

***Significant at the 0.05 probability level.
**Significant at the 0.10 probability level.
*Significant at the 0.20 probability level.
First, inhaul and outhaul times were
regressed only with slope distance as an
Then the remaining
independent variable.

variables, including deck height, were
regressed with the remaining times using
stepwise procedures. These two regression

equations were finally added together. A l l
of the independent variables were statistically significant at the 5 percent probability level, except turn volume in three of
the treatments, as noted in Table 2. One
additional regression equation was run which

of the corridors together and
used indicator variables to reflect different
combined all

treatments.

The estimates given by the com-

bined equation differ by only approximately
2 percent from estimates given by the individual treatment equations.

An example of the relative contribution that
variable makes in the regression
equation is shown in Table 3. Representative
average values for the independent variables
each

are

also

listed

in

Table

3;

values

are

rounded off to represent more realistic user
inputs.

These values were used to determine

the delay-free turn time for the six treat-

ments shown in Table 4. Also shown are the
relative, approximate decreases in delay-free
turn time which occurred from increasing the
yarding crew size and using the skidder.

Yarding delays and skyline road changes for
all treatments (16 skyline roads) were calcu-

lated on the basis of total time (Table 5).

The percentage of delays may seem high compared with other studies because we included
minor delays with more time-consuming ones.
Removing minor delays from cycle times
regression
more
accurate
in
resulted
Prerigging single-span skylines
equations.
required an average of 70 minutes per skyline

road with an additional 96 minutes spent on
the actual road change. Multispan prerigging
required an average of 218 minutes per road
and 220 minutes for the road change.
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TABLE 3.
RELATIVE IMPACT OF EACH VARIABLE IN YARDING REGRESSION
EQUATIONa AND REPRESENTATIVE AVERAGE VALUES FOR VARIABLES
(CREW/SKIDDER STUDY).

Total

Variable

(minutes)

% of

total

Representative
average
value

Constant

0.450

12.7%

-

Slope distance

0.885

25.0%

314.0 ft

Lateral distance

0.663

17.9%

36.0 ft

Logs/turn

1.058

29.9%

Turn volume

0.170

4.8%

23.2 ft3

Deck height

0.338

9.6%

6.0 ft

2.0 logs

a3-person crew, without skidder

Representative values of the cycle elements
and independent variables for the skidder
analysis are shown in Appendix A (Table A3).

The most time-consuming
hooking, unhooking, and

elements

decking;

were

they

comprised 75 percent of the total cycle time

(33, 20, and 22 percent, respectively).
Table 6 shows the delay-free regression
equation developed for swinging with the

rubber-tire skidder.

Appendix A (Tables A4 and A5) shows values
for the loading variables and Table 7 shows
the
delay-free regression equation for
loading time per log. The number of pieces
handled was the most important variable.
Deck-type entered the regression as the
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second most critical variable. The average
time increased about 23 percent when loading
from yarder decks. One reason for this was

the angles of the deck to the transportation
road; yarder decks ranged from 75 to 90
degrees and skidder decks from 0 to 30
degrees.

Condition of the deck was a second

factor that influenced loading time per log;
skidder decks usually had more even ends,
less slash, parallel logs, and less obstructions, so loading was easier. Finally, as a
result of sorting with the skidder, more logs
were handled per cycle when loading from
skidder decks compared to yarder decks. On
the other hand, loading time was reduced for
yarder decks because of their greater height.

TABLE 4.
DELAY-FREE TURN TIME FROM YARDING REGRESSION EQUATIONS;
DECREASE DUE TO ADDING CREW MEMBERS AND SKIDDER.

Crew
size

Operation

Without skidder

Time

Time

decrease ($)

(min)

4

3.316

3

3.534

6.2a

9.0
2

3.882

5

3.187

4.8b

4

3.343

5.4

3

3.697

4.8

With skidder

aEffect of adding a crew member upon time yarding without a skidder.
bEffect of adding the skidder and operator upon time yarding without
skidder (one less crew member, from above).

TABLE 5.
TOTAL TIME AND YARDING DELAYS
(16 SKYLINE ROADS).

FOR CREW/SKIDDER STUDY

Percent

Item

Minutes

Total delay-free time

6,326

43.0

Total delays in activity

6,269

42.0

Yarding resets

(991)

(15.8)

(1,479)

(23.6)

Operational

(865)

(13.8)

Landing related

(658)

(10.5)

Crew related

(934)

(14.9)

(1,342)

(21.4)

2,280

15.0

14,875

100.0

Machine

Other

Total skyline road changes
Total time
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TABLE 6.
REGRESSION EQUATION FOR SKIDDER SWINGING STUDY.

Operation

Equation

Skidder swing

Swinging time =
1.24944

+ 0.5882
+ 0.0050

(decks)
(slope dist., ft)

+ 0.4643 (logs)
n = 95
R2 = 0.26

TABLE 7.
REGRESSION EQUATION FOR SELF-LOADING LOG TRUCK STUDY.

Operation

Load log truck

Equationa

Time/log (min)
0.5982

+ 0.1122 (number handled)
- 0.3262 (number loaded)

- 0.0135 (height)

+ 0.0045 (avg. vol./log, ft3)

+ 0.0042 (length)

+ 0.1822 (Y or S)b
n = 661
R2 = 0.40

aValues are significant at the 0.01 probability level.
bindicator value is
skidder deck.
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1

if loading from a yarder deck, 0 if loading from a

PRODUCTION RATES AND
COSTS

size and needed support equipment for the

A summary of hourly equipment and labor costs
Cost rates are
is presented in Table 8.

neering techniques can be applied to arrive
at the best combinations for each situation

yarding operation. Proper balancing of these
variables is important, and various engi-

manufacturers' December 1981 prices or are
from the U.S. Forest Service, Region 6, Cost
for Empirical Appraisals,
Guide
dated
December 1981.
These costs do not reflect
actual expenses incurred in the study.
Details for cost rates are presented in
Appendix B. A yarding cost input worksheet
and calculation worksheet (Appendix C) was
developed to show how regression equations
and delay information are used to predict
cost; the three-person crew with skidder
treatment is used as an illustration.

Yarding production rates and costs for the
various treatments studied are shown in Table
9.
Whereas production rates were improved

with a larger crew and use of a skidder, our
data showed that none of the production
increases were large enough to be as cost
effective as a two-person crew without the
skidder.
If a skidder was used, the least
costly alternative was a three-person crew
with the skidder used 30 percent for swinging

and 70 percent elsewhere. However, different
operating conditions will affect optimum crew

(Olsen 1981).

If average study conditions were substituted
into the swinging regression equation (Table
6), average delay-free production was 7.3
cunits per hour. Mclntire (1981) calculated
machine capability (mechanical analysis) for
this skidder, including the average observed
skidding preparation time, to be 10.4 cunits
per hour. Also, higher production rates are
easily conceivable if the skidder is loaded
with more than the average 4.5 pieces per

turn obtained in this study.

Therefore, in

our study we estimated that the skidder had
additional capacity for approximately 5

cunits per hour above yarding production

rates showing that the skidder and operator
could be used elsewhere approximately 70 per-

The skidder
operator decided how this time was allocated
to various tasks; a large portion of time was
spent unhooking at the yarder, and limbing or
bucking logs at the landing. Other tasks are
possible, such as skidding turns close to the
road or prerigging skyline roads.

cent of the scheduled time.

TABLE 8.
HOURLY EQUIPMENT AND LABOR COSTS.

Fixed

Variable

Total

Yarder

12.68

4.61

17.29

Skidder

11.63

5.28

16.91

Yarder operatorb

14.74

14.74

Skidder operator

16.47

16.47

Faller

18.88

18.88

Item

($/hr)

($/hr)

($/hr)

Crew membersa

aLabor costs include 40% fringe benefit and burden factor plus
$0.75/hr travel pay.
byarder operator cost is an average of the rates for chaser, choker

setter, and rigging slinger.
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TABLE 9.
YARDING PRODUCTION RATES AND COSTS FOR CREW/SKIDDER STUDYa.

Treatment

Yarding production

(logs/hr)

(cunits/hr)

Yarding cost
($/cunit)

Without Skidder

Crew size

4
3
2

14.01.81
13.11.69
12.01.54

42.13
36.40
30.37

With Skidderb

Crew size

14.6

1.88

4

13.9

1.79

3

12.6

1.62

5

45. 88c

or 50.21d
39.96

or 44.50
35.05

or 40.07

alncludes delays and road changing but not prerigging time, which would
increase cost/cunit about 15%.
bSkidder operates 30% of scheduled time in swinging logs away from
yarder landing.
CSkidder and operator used elsewhere 70% of scheduled time (charge rate
of 30% skidder fixed and variable cost, 30% labor cost).

dSkidder idle 70% of scheduled time and operator used elsewhere during
this time (charge rate of 100% skidder fixed cost, 30% skidder

variable cost and labor; refer to worksheets).

The yarding operation benefited from the
skidder swinging in two ways:
first, the
yarding elements of inhaul, log reposition at
the yarder deck, and unhook were reduced;
second, landing delays were reduced from 24

percent of delay-free yarding time without
the skidder to 3 percent with the skidder.
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Total time to load a truck may be estimated

by multiplying loading time per log by the
number of logs per load, and adding other
productive set-up activities and delay time

(Tables All, AS, and 7). The average delayfree time to load a truck from a skidder deck.
was 61 minutes, and from a yarder deck it was
75 minutes.

CONVENTIONAL VERSUS HOT THINNING
skidder was used, it was operated by the

SITE DESCRIPTION

experienced

crew

During

member.

hot

thinning, the skidder swung the trees to a

This study was also conducted on OSU's Dunn
Forest on a site similar (same timber species
and age class) to the crew/skidder study preThe
viously reported in this bulletin.

average commercial volume per acre before
thinning was 7,300 cubic feet of mixed
There were
Douglas-fir and Grand fir.
approximately 340 commercial stems per acre;
mean dbh was 10 inches. Hardwoods were
mixed in the stand. Approximately 47 percent

of the initial commercial trees per acre were

harvested, leaving 180 trees per acre.
Average dbh of removed trees was 8 inches.
Appendix D (Table D1) describes the six skyGround slopes ranged
line roads studied.

from 10 to 34 percent. A break in topography

at the middle portion of each skyline road

required a multispan system. Maximum external yarding distance was 818 feet.

PROCEDURES AND
MEASUREMENTS

lengths;,

crew members.

and faller worked together, even though they
had individual responsibilities. Trees to be

cut were selected by the faller, rather than
Direction of
marked prior to harvesting.
fall (away from the skyline) and lead for
yarding were very important for a successful
operation and required training of the crew.
When felling during hot thinning, it was more
important

to

achieve

a

good

lead

(approximately 40-45 -degree angle with the
corridor) than to get the tree on the ground.
We found that felled trees could be left hung
in standing trees and still be easily yarded,
and completely cut loose of the stump. Hot
thinning generally proceeded outward from the
corridor; this is opposite to the felling
method used in conventional cable thinning.
We experienced minimal problems with trees
falling onto the skyline. If this did occur,

the skyline was lowered and the top of the
tree was cut close to the skyline.

The hot thinning technique was replicated

for both 10- and 20-foot corridor
widths, which were varied to determine the
relative effects upon production rates when
Detailed time-study
yarding whole trees.
data was recorded for the yarding operations
and the felling outside the corridor for both
the conventional and hot thinning methods.
Data was also collected for conventional
However, hot
felling inside the corridor.
thinning data for felling inside the corridor
was not obtained from this site because of
scheduling conflicts; instead, detailed timeonce

Crew assignments and their related activities
People on the
are outlined in Table 10.

logging crew for this study were different
Felling

and yarding were performed by three forest

engineering students (employed by OSU) with

logging
and
one
experience,
limited
a
logger
(employed
by
experienced
contractor). Crew members remained the same

during the study; however, the yarder opera-

tor, choker setter, and faller rotated positions each day. The students worked together

to gain experience logging with the Koller

K-300 for approximately two months prior to
the study. They were good, hard workers;
however, they lacked the extensive, practical

experience of a logging crew trained over
several years and many operations.

For the hot thinning method, skyline corridors were felled before rigging the skyline
system. During thinning, the choker setter

if they were leaning away from the skyline

Conventional thinning and hot thinning differ
in several aspects (Figure 4). In conventional thinning, trees are felled, limbed,
and bucked to log lengths; yarding occurs
later. In hot thinning, trees are felled and
immediately yarded whole, with limbing and
bucking done at the landing. Therefore, hot
thinning requires a swing, processing, and
decking at the landing plus two additional

from the previously reported study.

nearby location on the haul road and then the

operator bucked them to log lengths. The
skidder then decked the logs as in the previous study; tops and large limbs were piled
along the road to be sold as firewood.

When the

study data was used from another smallwood
harvesting study on an adjacent unit with the
same crew. The whole-tree felling operation

outside the corridor was studied as part of
the hot thinning operation, since it occurred

An element
with yarding.
to
the
yarding
cycle to
was added

simultaneously

(cut)

record time when the regular yarding cycle
was interrupted by the felling operation.
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I
HARVESTING
PHASE

CONVENTIONAL
THINNING
ACTIVITIES

FELLING INSIDE
SKYLINE CORRIDOR

FELLING OUTSIDE
SKYLINE CORRIDOR

a

FELL

9

LIMB

HOT

THINNING
ACTIVITIES

O FELL

9

9

BUCK

V

LOGS AWAIT

C

FELL

WHOLE TREES
AWAIT YARDING

YARDING

t

C

LIMB

i

BUCK

Y

LOGS AWAIT
YARDING

FELL OUTSIDE SKYLINE

YARD LOGS

CORRIDOR

YARDING

YARD WHOLE TREES

COLD DECK OF LOGS
AT YARDER LANDING

WHOLE TREES AWAIT
SWINGING WITH SKIDDER
CONCURRENT WITH YARDING

SWING PIECES
AWAY FROM YARDER

SWING WITH SKIDDER

WITH SKIDDER

SORT

LIMB
BUCK
DECK

V
LOAD a HAUL WITH
SELF- LOADING TRUCK

Q LOAD
HAUL TO MILL

COLD DECK OF LOGS APPROXIMATELY PARALLEL TO ROAD
LOAD

HAUL TO MILL

KEY

O OPERATION
STORAGE

TRANSPORT
A.

FIGURE 4.
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COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL THINNING AND HOT THINNING.

TABLE 10.
CREW ASSIGNMENTS AND ACTIVITIES FOR CONVENTIONAL THINNING
AND HOT THINNING.

Operation

Hot

Conventional

Yarder

Choker

operator setter

Yarder

Skidder

Choker

operator setter Faller operator

Felling inside corridor
Fell

Xa

x

Limb & buck

x

X

Fell

X

x

Limb & buck

x

X

X

x

x
X

Felling outside corridor
Ob

x
X

Yarding

Operate yarder

x

X

Pull mainline

x

x

0

Hook

X

X

0

Reset

x

X

0

Unhook

Deck maintenance
Swinging

X

X

0

x

0

X

Swing
Sort & deck

= Assigned activity
b0 = Available for assistance
aX

The swing operation by the skidder was not
evaluated in detail

as part of this study.

However, delays in the yarding cycle caused
by swinging were recorded. Our previous
crew/skidder study showed that a skidder
would
be
time-dependent
yarding.
on
Equivalent yarding and swinging production

rates were used for developing cost information.

One person collected felling and yarding data
from a position near the choker-setting crew.

Occasionally, a second person helped with
needed measurements. Other time-study pro-

cedures were essentially the same as those
reported earlier.
Definitions

of

the

following

variables

of

felling, bucking, and yarding are given in
The cycle time-elements for
the Glossary.
conventional felling and bucking were move
and select, cut and wedge, and buck and limb.
The quantitative independent variables were
diameter, number of buck cuts, move distance,
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number of limbs, and volume. The qualitative
independent variables, measured as indicators
of felling conditions, were left hung and
stand condition.
The time elements of the yarding cycle were:
outhaul,
lateral outhaul,
hook,
lateral
inhaul, reset, inhaul, unhook, and cut. The
quantitative independent variables were

logs per turn, turn volume, slope distance,
line distance,

lead

angle,

log

angle,

and

reset number.
The independent variables,
measured as qualitative indicators of yarding
conditions, were
deck, surface condition,
and hot thin.

DATA ANALYSIS
The range and mean of values for dependent
elements and independent variables in the

felling studies are

shown

in Appendix D

(Tables D2 and D3). The average total cutting

time per tree for whole-tree felling (inside
corridors) was reduced to 1/3 conventional
(inside
and
bucking
limbing,
felling,
corridors).
shows regression equations predelay-free felling time and
felling delays as a percentage of total time
(delay-free) plus delays. This delay time
Table

11

dicting total

TABLE 11.
DELAYS AND REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR CONVENTIONAL/HOT THINNING
FELLING STUDIES.

Operation

Conventional felling

outside corridor

Avg. delay Felling delays
time per tree (% of total
(minutes)
3.90

time)
35.4

Equation

Time/cutting cycle (minutes) _
2.4426

+1.4444 (left hung)***
+0.2833 (volume)****
+0.0004 (move distance)2****
R2 = 0.64
n = 46

Conventional felling

inside corridor

4.35

32.4

Time/cutting cycle (minutes) _
-4.9537

+1.2531 (diameter)****
R2 = 0.71
n = 37

Whole tree felling
inside corridor

1.54

34.1

Time/cutting cycle

(minutes) _

1.3115

+0.0336 (move distance)****
+0.0710 (volume)****
R2 = 0.39
n = 104

***Significant at the 0.05 probability level.
****Significant at the 0.01 probability level.
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seems high but actually includes additional
work recorded as delays, such as clearing

unmerchantable and non-commercial stems, and
notching anchor stumps for tailtree and

intermediate support rigging.

In conven-

tional thinning, the time spent trying to
free hang-ups accounted for 32.2 percent of
total delay time.
This is substantially

higher than earlier felling studies completed
by Aulerich (1975) and can partially be
explained by the inexperienced crew in this
study. In hot thinning, hang-ups are cleared

respectively). The log angle is an important
variable affecting lateral yarding time,
More
especially for whole-tree material.
favorable, smaller angles resulted with hot
thinning compared to conventional yarding.
Swinging logs with the skidder also reduced
yarding unhook times. The percent of total
turn time spent unhooking was an average of
8.5 percent (10- and 20-foot corridor widths
combined) when using the skidder during hot
thinning, versus 19 percent without
skidder during conventional thinning.

the

and yarded from whatever position they occur.

Very little time is spent trying to get trees
to the ground.

The range and mean of values for the dependent elements and independent variables in
the yarding analysis are shown in Appendix D
(Tables D4 and D5). The average total turn
was 1.23 minutes lower for the hot
thinning technique (average of 10- and
20-foot corridor widths) compared to conven-

time

tional yarding. Hot thinning times include
cut time, which turned out to be a minimal
addition (6.5 and 11.5 percent of total turn
time for the 10- and 20-foot corridor widths,
respectively). Also, average lateral inhaul
time did not increase for whole-tree yarding
compared to conventional yarding (6 percent
and

7

percent

Normally, turn volume would be expected to

increase when yarding whole trees compared to

of

total

turn

time,

logs; however, this was not the case in our

study, because the number of pieces hooked
per turn was lower for hot thinning than conOverall payloads were
ventional thinning.
less than the calculated payload capacity of
After more crew
the yarding system.
experience with hot thinning, the number of
pieces yarded per turn should approach capacity.

Results of a short-term, multi-activity analysis of the faller and choker setter during

hot thinning showed that each crew member

spent the majority of working time on the
specific assigned activity (Table 12).

Also,

TABLE 12.
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WORKING TIME SPENT IN EACH ACTIVITY DURING
HOT THINNING (5-HOUR SAMPLE AT 30-SECOND INTERVALS,
600 OBSERVATIONS).

Activity

Faller (%)

Yarding

3.8

62.7

77.7-

0.0

Idle

0.6

25.3

Interferences

5.6

3. 1

12.3

8.9

100.0

100.0

Felling

Other

Choker setter (%)
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the choker setter was idle approximately 25
percent

of

the

time.

Ergonomic

studies

generally show that idle time for this type

members'

thinning.

activities was minimal during hot

of physical work should be around 25-30 percent.
Idle time for the faller appears very

Regression equations developed for predicting

low

Table 13.

(0.6 percent) ; however, discontinuous
physical work occurs when felling in a
thinning operation because of working delays,
such as making cutting decisions (recorded as
felling time).
Interference between crew

total delay-free yarding time are shown in
The slope distance variable, which
was important in two equations (conventional

thinning and hot thinning, the 10-foot corridor width), did not enter the regression
equation developed for hot thinning (20-foot

TABLE 13.
REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR CONVENTIONAL/HOT THINNING
YARD I NG STUDY.

Operation

Conventional thinning

Equation

Time/yarding cycle (minutes) _
1.4773

+0.0056 (slope

dist., ft)****

+0.0134 (line dist., ft)****

+0.0072 (log angle, degrees)**
+1.7231

(resets)****

R2 = 0.74
n = 127

Hot thinning and swinging,

10-foot corridor width

Time/yarding cycle (minutes) _
-0.0849

+0.0041 (slope

dist., ft)****

+0.0140 (line dist., ft)****

(number logs)****
+1.9775 (resets)****
-0.5405 (surface cond.)****
+0.5180 (surface type)**
+0.7679

R2 = 0.64
n = 299

Hot thinning and swinging,

20-foot corridor width

Time/yarding cycle (minutes) _
1.2524

+0.0228 (line dist., ft)****
+0.0441 (volume, ft3)****
+2.5238 (resets)****
R2 = 0.63
n = 217

****Significant at the 0.01 probability level.
**Significant at the 0.10 probability level.
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Lucas (1982) tried to
corridor width).
incorporate this variable in the equation by
several different statistical techniques and
checked for multicollinearity with other

final, adjusted yarding delay percentages are
It is interesting that
shown in Table 14.
whole-tree yarding in the hot thinning treat-

final equation, because it was not significant at 0.10 probability level.

Swinging logs
than conventional thinning.
away from the yarder with the skidder helped
reduce yarding delays in the hot thinning
Landing-related delays, including
method.

variables.

However, it was dropped in the

Yarding
delays
were
divided
between
nontreatment-related delays and those common
to the individual treatment. Nontreatment-

related delays occurred during 11.2 percent
of total yarding time (delay-free plus
delays).
Treatment-related delays and the

ment

actually

resulted

in

less

delay time

deck maintenance, consumed 33 percent of the
total adjusted delay time in conventional
thinning, compared to 5.4 percent for hot

thinning on the 10-foot corridor width treatment.

TABLE 14.
YARDING DELAY OCCURRENCE IN CONVENTIONAL/HOT THINNING STUDY.

Yarding
treatment

Treatment delays
(% of total time)

Adjusteda delays
(% of total time)

Conventional thinning

17.5

28.7

Hot thinning, 10-ft corridor

13.8

25.0

Hot thinning, 20-ft corridor

13.3

24.5

aTreatment delays plus nontreatment delays (11.2%).
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PRODUCTION RATES AND
COSTS
The same labor and equipment costs used in

the crew/skidder study were applied in this
study (Table 8). Similar procedures were
also used for calculating production rates
from regression equations, delay information,
and costs (outlined in Appendix C with an

example for hot thinning, felling inside the
Average conditions over the
corridor).
entire study were again used in the
regression equation variables to account for
specific treatment differences.
Variables

that were unique to a given treatment used
average values for that particular treatment.

Representative study conditions used in the
regression equations are shown in Table 15.

Production rates for each phase of the operation are shown in Table 16. Prerigging and
road-changing time are not included because
operational procedures varied throughout the
study; a comparison of yarding techniques was

the main goal of the study.

The cunits of

wood produced per working hour increased 133
thinning
(1.5591
for
hot
percent

cunits/working hour with delays for 10-foot
corridor width) compared to conventional
thinning (0.6685 cunits/working hour with
delays). Cunit output per worker-hour with
delays (roadside deck output) for hot
thinning (20-foot corridor width) was 34 per-

TABLE 15.
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES USED IN REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR THE
CONVENTIONAL/HOT THINNING STUDY.

Operation

Felling
Thinning

Variable

Left hung (number)
Volume

Corridor, log length
Corridor, whole tree
Yarding
Conventional

Hot thin (20-ft corridor)

42.60 ft

Diameter
Volume

12.0 in
19.71 ft3

Move distance

30.0

Slope distance
Line distance
Log angle
Resets (number)
Slope distance
Line distance
Number logs
Resets (number)
Surface condition
Surface type

ft

325.0 ft

60.0 ft
39.54 degrees

0.4585

16.76 ft3

325.0 ft

60.0 ft
1.35
0.345
1.0
2.0

Volume

16.17 ft3

Line distance

60.0 ft

Volume

Resets (number)
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0.44

10.81 ft3

Move distance

Volume

Hot thin (10-ft corridor)

Value

17.54 ft3
0.2715

cent

greater

to

compared

conventional

thinning. Also, production rates were higher
from the 20-foot corridor width treatment
compared to the 10-foot corridor width treatment. This difference is mainly attributable
to the larger number of pieces concentrated
in the wider corridor.
Cycle times were
faster when yarding logs from inside the
corridor compared to outside, because the
lateral element was eliminated. The narrower

corridor width did not create problems for
yarding whole-tree material.

Production improvement by hot thinning is
mainly
attributable
swinging operation.

the felling and
Simultaneous felling
during yarding did not slow the yarding
operation; in fact, production rates were
slightly higher compared with conventional
to

thinning.
Additional benefits occurred by
reducing delay time normally spent trying to
correct hung-up trees (occurring in the conventional treatment) and improving the lead

for yarding. Swinging trees away from the
landing improved overall working conditions
on the landing, resulting in faster turn
cycle times and reduced landing delays for
the hot thinning technique.

Weighted felling costs were developed by
adjusting actual costs of felling inside and
outside corridors for the proportion of total
volume in these individual operations (Table
The estimated costs per cunit output
17).

for other phases studied are shown in Table

Cunit output reflects a unit of wood

18.

completing

all

phases

of

the

operation

(roadside deck output); prerigging and roadchange time was not included. Hot thinning
was slightly more economical compared to con-

ventional thinning; costs were reduced $3.47

(5.4 percent) per cunit in the 10-foot corridor width treatment and $9.72 (15 percent)
per cunit in the 20-foot corridor width
treatment.

TABLE 16.
PRODUCTION RATES FOR EACH OPERATION IN CONVENTIONAL THINNING AND
HOT THINNING.

Operation

Conventional thinning
Crew
size

Felling inside

corridor

Felling outside

2

2.3457b

size
2

or 1.5860c
2

corridor

Yarding

Cunits/
working hra

Hot thinning
Cunits/working hr
Crew
20-ft
10-ft

1.9084
1.9403

1

2

or 1.3829
Swinging and
processing

not
applicable

not
applicable

6.3626

or 4.1914

or 1.2320
2

corr.

corr.

6.3626
or 4. 1914

1.7746

1.6214

or 1.3303

or 1.2246

2.2607d

2.5820

or 1.6947 or 1.9501
1

2.2607

2.5820

or 1.6947

or 1.9501

aWorking-hours for given crew size.
bDelay free
CWith delays

dThe production rate for felling and yarding outside the corridor plus yarding
previously felled trees inside the corridor equals the overall yarding production rate.
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TABLE 17.
WEIGHTED FELLING COSTS WITH DELAYS FOR CONVENTIONAL THINNING
AND HOT THINNING.

Operation

Owning and

operating cost

Conventional
thinning

($/hr)

Hot thinning

10-ft corridor 20-ft corridor
Volume

Volume
ment

$/cunit factor

Volume

adjust-

adjust-

adjust$1

ment

$1

ment

cunit factor cunit factor

Felling inside

39.76

25.07

0.215

9.49

0.215

9.49

0.372

Felling outside

39.76a
19.88b

32.27

0.785

14.94

0.785

16.23

0.628

13.77

--

13.72

corridor
corridor

30.72c

Weighted

felling cost

--

aConventional thinning
bHot thinning
c$25.07/cunit (0.215) + $32.27/cunit (0.785) _ $30.72/cunit

TABLE 18.
COST ESTIMATESa FOR CONVENTIONAL THINNING (2-PERSON CREW) AND
HOT THINNING (4-PERSON CREW).

Owning and

Operation

Felling

operating cost
($/hr)

refer to

Table 17

Yarding

46.77

Swinging and

33.38

processing
Total
operations

Conventional
thinning

($/cunit)

Hot thinning ($/cunit)
10-ft corridor 20-ft corridor

30.72

13.77

13.72

33.82

27.60

23.98

19.70

17.12

61.07

54.82

not
applicable
64.54

aWith delays but not including prerigging or road changing.
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MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS AND SUMMARY
Our research studies on crew size, skidder

swinging, and hot thinning have shown impor-

tant operating considerations for smallwood
yarding machines. An advantage of these
machines is the low fixed cost and small crew

size required for operation.

Conventional

log-length thinning studies showed a yarding

crew size of either two persons without a
skidder, or three persons with a skidder, to

be an optimum personnel /equipment balance.

However, there are safety cautions involved

with small crew sizes and people working

alone (Kellogg 1981); a larger crew size pro-

vides more flexibility in the overall opera-

tion. Swinging logs away from the landing
chute Is often needed and helps to reduce the

decking problems of a small yarder. The
loading operation is improved by swinging
logs because

they

are

sorted

and

more

favorably arranged in decks for loading.

However, swinging with a skidder adds a
substantial cost to the overall operation
because of low skidder utilization. Other

appeared that the skidder operator was better
working with whole-tree
utilized when
material, because limbing and bucking activities were part of the job. It also appeared
that the skidder operator had no trouble
keeping up with the yarding operation.
An

additional

thinning

was

benefit evident from hot
that the timber stand was

"cleaner" during and following harvesting,
because felling slash was eliminated and tops
were yarded with the trees. However, most

limbs and needles were left in the forest to
provide future site nutrients. The crew in
our study preferred hot thinning because it
was easier for line pulling and choker
setting.

potential disadvantage associated with
whole-tree yarding is increased damage to the
residual stand. . This study did not fully
evaluate stand damage from each technique;
however, limited data shows tree damage to be

A

alternatives should be employed that utilize
the skidder and/or operator in additional
jobs, such as roadside skidding or prerigging
skyline roads. Although not evaluated in our
research projects, a used loader positioned

greater with whole-tree yarding compared to
log-length yardingl. The yarding crew and
their associated experience is a major factor
affecting the amount of damage caused by

At

least
smallwood
one
yarder
is
manufacturer-equipped with a hydraulic boom
for this purpose (Kellogg 1981).

often useful for future planning, such as

Another alternative that solves many of these
problems is employing the hot thinning technique. Our study on simultaneous felling and
yarding showed hot thinning to be competitive
with conventional log-length thinning. More
than a 100 percent increase in wood was produced at roadside per working-hour, and harvesting costs were slightly lower for hot
thinning. There were three main reasons for
this outcome. First, felling production was
significantly increased, because limbing and
bucking at the felling site was eliminated,
and many limbs broke off incidentally during
yarding or swinging. Also, time spent, trying
to get hang-ups to the ground was eliminated
in the hot thinning technique; trees,hung-up
when felled were immediately yarded. Second,
better yarding leads were obtained when hot
thinning, which is especially important when
yarding whole-tree material. Third, as mentioned earlier, swinging by a skidder reduced
yarding problems at the landing. Although
our study did not include a detailed analysis
of the skidder swinging operation, it

Our research studies were completed with the
main objective of comparing techniques and,
thus, required constant logging conditions

near the yarder may also be efficient for
periodic log clearing of the landing chute.

logging.

Our studies have provided information that is

production and cost estimates,and regression
equations. However, caution should be exer-

cised if using this data for sale appraisals.

associated with a detailed time-study; the

results are limited to the narrow range of
study conditions.

In contrast, commercial

harvesting operations often have a wide range
of logging conditions and extend over a

longer operating period. Different crews
will also have an effect on production rates

and operating costs.
Oregon State University research projects and
commercial operations have demonstrated that

small yarders have a place in current and
future harvesting of smallwood.
With the
study of research, modification of equipment
use, and accrual of experience, the productivity of harvesting young-growth timber
stands will be increased.
1Caccavano,

Michael P., unpublished data, Department of

Forest Engineering, O5U.
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GLOSSARY OF VARIABLES
estimates, corridor distances were measured

CREW/SKIDDER STUDY

and trees painted every 50 feet along the
corridor before yarding.

CYCLE TIME-ELEMENTS OF YARDING

Outhaul--time spent moving the carriage from
location;
landing to the clamping
carriage cycling time is included.

the

Lateral

outhaul--time

spent

pulling

the

mainline from the skyline corridor to the
logs for hooking.

Hook--time spent setting chokers on a turn of
logs.

Lateral inhaul--time spent yarding a turn of

logs from their felled location to the skyline corridor.

Inhaul--time spent moving a turn of logs from
the
carriage-clamping location to
the

Lateral distance--perpendicular distance in
feet from the center of the skyline corridor

to the farthest log to be hooked in a turn;
estimated to the nearest five feet. Trees
were painted at 25- and 50-foot distances
perpendicular to the skyline corridor to aid
distance estimates.

Lead angle--angle between the skyline and the

path of the logs during the lateral inhaul;

measured to the nearest 15 degrees (Fig. 5).
A field protractor device was constructed for
measuring angles; hand compass bearings
would also be adequate.

a
LANDING

TAILTREE

CARRIAGE

landing.

SKYLINE

LEAD ANGLE

Reposition--time occasionally spent relofacilitating
cating logs on the deck,
unhooking, or maintaining a neat and workable
log deck.

MAIN LINE

N

Unhook--time spent unhooking a turn of logs
at the landing.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF YARDING

Logs/turn--number of logs yarded per turn.
Turn volume--cubic feet of wood yarded per

FIGURE 5.

LEAD ANGLE IN CREW/SKIDDER

STUDY.

turn. Log measurements (large- and small-end
diameters and length) were obtained during or

Logs were tagged with an
after felling.
assigned number for tracking during yarding.

CYCLE TIME-ELEMENTS OF SWINGING

were estimated during yarding. Cubic foot
turn volume was obtained from log measure-

Position--time spent moving the skidder into

Measurements for logs missed and not tagged

ments using the Smalian log rule (Dilworth
1970).

Deck height--distance in feet from, the ground
to the highest log on the deck; measured at a

point in front of the deck, adjacent to the
yarder and haul road.

Deck width--distance in feet between the outside logs at the base of the log deck on the

position in preparation for skidding a turn
of logs.
Hook--time spent setting chokers on the logs;
includes rehooking.

Travel loaded--time spent moving the skidder
between the yarder deck and the swing deck
with a load of one or more logs.

front side (adjacent to yarder).

Unhook--time spent releasing logs from the
chokers at the swing deck.

Slope distance--distance in feet from the

Travel

mated to the nearest five feet. To aid field

swing deck and yarding deck with no load.

yarder to the carriage for each turn; esti-

unloaded--time

spent

moving

the

skidder forward or backward between the
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Deck--time spent stacking and adjusting logs

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF LOADING

a given orientation.

Number handled--number of logs moved but not

into a suitable pile, or pushing the logs to

loaded by the grapple per cycle.

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF SWINGING

Percent slope--steepness of the road grade in
the swinging direction.

Number loaded--number of logs loaded on the

Slope distance--distance in feet from the
yarder deck to the swing deck.

Height--position on the cold deck of the log

Logs--number of logs per swinging cycle.

Average diameter--average of the mean large-

truck per cycle.

to be loaded; measured in feet above the road
surface.

Volume--sum of cubic foot log volumes per

and small-end diameters of each log in the

Decks--number of decks in which logs are
sorted and piled per swinging cycle.

Average volume/log--mean cubic-foot volume

swinging cycle.

trailer--time spent
releasing the trailer, stretching out the
reach, and positioning the trailer at the
and

position

deck.
Set-up loader--time spent removing
grapple from storage and setting

outriggers for stabilization.

the
the

Store loader--time spent returning the
grapple to its storage position after
loading, releasing the outriggers, and
reducing idle speed.

Bind--time spent securing the load with
cables and fasteners, and removing the bunk
pins.

Brand--time spent branding the logs with the
mark
before
property
distinguishing
transporting.
Swing unloaded--time spent moving the grapple

from the trailer to the log deck.

Sort--time spent sorting and picking up a log
in the deck; the process involves separating

culls and other species, or finding a log of
suitable length.

Swing loaded--time spent moving the logs from

the deck position to the bunk.
Adjust--time spent moving the log to its
final position on the truck.
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per log in the loading cycle.

Total volume--sum of the log volumes for the
loading cycle.

CYCLE TIME-ELEMENTS OF LOADING
Release

loading cycle; measured in inches.

Log length--average length of the log in the
loading cycle, measured in feet.
Deck condition--subjective judgement of the
general deck arrangement, regarding uneven
ends, amount of slash, or criss-crossed logs;
recorded as a comment.

CONVENTIONAL./HOT
THINNING STUDY
CYCLE TIME-ELEMENTS OF FELLING AND
BUCKING

Move and select--time spent moving from the
the
of
previous
activity,
completion

selecting the next tree to be cut, and preparing to fall the tree.
Cut and wedge--time spent working to fall the

tree.

Buck and limb--time spent limbing, measuring,
and bucking the tree.
QUANTITATIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF
FELLING AND BUCKING

Diameter--butt diameter inside the bark of
the felled tree; measured to the nearest
inch.

Number of buck cuts--number of log segments

bucked from the felled tree.

Move distance--estimated total distance in

feet traveled by the cutter during the move
and select element.

Number of limbs--number of limbs per tree
removed by the cutter.
Volume--total gross volume in cubic feet per
tree; estimated by regression equations
derived from sample log or whole-tree

Line distance--length of mainline pulled in
feet from the carriage to the hook point.
The mainline was painted every 10 feet to
This method required
estimates.
repainting the line several times a day,
because the paint easily wore off from abrasion during yarding.
aid

Log angle--angle made between the log axis
and the projection of the mainline at the log

measurements.

for the most critical log per turn (Fig. 6).

QUALITATIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF
FELLING AND BUCKING

appeared to create the greatest opposition to

Critical log was defined

as

the log that

being moved due to its size and/or its lay.

Left hung--the tree did not reach the ground
following the cut and wedge element; 0 =
tree reached the ground; 1 = tree left hung.
Stand condition--a numeric code expressing a

subjective judgement of the relative degree
to which the stand's density impedes the
felling process.
CYCLE TIME-ELEMENTS OF YARDING

Outhaul,

lateral

outhaul,

hook,

lateral

inhaul, inhaul, and unhook are described in FIGURE 6. LOG ANGLE IN HOT THINNING
the previous glossary section (crew/skidder). STUDY (AERIAL VIEW).

Reset--time spent resetting the choker or

lines, rehooking a log, or unhooking a log so
that a turn of logs is free to pass an
obstacle.

Cut--time spent during the regular yarding

cycle when the normal flow of events is
suspended because of the felling operation.

Reset number--number of resets per turn.
QUALITATIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF
YARD I NG

Deck--ranking of the degree to which the

landing deck's size and shape appears to
= little or no
interfere with yarding:
deck maintenance; 2 = infrequent deck maintenance needed; 3 = frequent deck maintenance
required.
1

QUANTITATIVE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF
YARD

Slope distance and lead angle are described
in the previous glossary section (crew/
skidder); logs/turn and turn volume required
different measuring procedures.

Turn volume--cubic feet of wood yarded per

turn. Whole-tree volumes were estimated from
butt-end diameter measurements; log volumes
were estimated from butt-end diameter and log
length measurements. Diameter and length
values were used in volume regression

equations that were developed from sample
measurements. This technique improved the

efficiency of collecting turn volume infor-

mation when compared to measuring and tagging each piece of wood.

Surface condition--ranking of the moisture
= dry,
condition of the ground surface:
firm; 2 = moist, slightly slick; 3 = very
1

wet, muddy, and slippery.

Surface type--ranking of surface obstruction
= less than an
(old logs and stumps) :
1

estimated 100 per acre; 2 = estimated 100-200
per acre; 3 = estimated greater than 200

per acre.

Hot thin--identifies those turns where trees
were yarded off the stump from a hung-up
position: 0 = turn with trees on the ground;
1 = hot thinned turn.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: DATA TABLES FOR CREW/SKIDDER STUDY
TABLE A 1.
STUDY CONDITIONS FOR SKYLINE ROADS I N CREW/SKI DDER STUDY.

Corridor
number

Slope

dist. (ft)

Slope
steepness %

Study treatment

4

331

18

Practice corridor

17

679

12

Crew size

21

241

23

Crew size = 3, with skidder

20

400

14

Crew size

3, with skidder

27

201

15

Crew size

2, without skidder

13

543

18

Crew size =

4, with skidder

19

767

17/24a

Crew size

3, with skidder, multispan

18

654

16

Crew size

4, with skidder

33

740

17/ 38

Crew size

5, with skidder, multispan

34

750

19/27

Crew size

5, with skidder, multispan

22

396

24

Crew size

25

340

14

Crew size

4, without skidder

28

280

24

Crew size

3, without skidder

10

770

14/24

Crew size

4, without skidder, multispan

9

719

14/27

Crew size

2, without skidder, multispan

8

773

17/ 24

Crew size

3, without skidder, multispan

14

289

11

Crew size

3, without skidder

5

368

22

Crew size = 3, without skidder,

15

196

12

26

210

10

29

257

26

Crew size = 3, without skidder,
shift level data only
Crew size = 3, without skidder,
shift level data only
Crew size = 3, without skidder,

35

286

17

36

162

9

2, without skidder

=

4, without skidder

shift level data only

shift level data only
Crew size = 3, without skidder,
shift level data only
Crew size = 3, without skidder,
shift level data only

aslope steepness in 1st span/slope steepness in 2nd span
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TABLE A2.
RANGE AND MEAN OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR YARDING
OPERATION (CREW/SKIDDER STUDY).

Independent variable

Values
Max.

Min.

Mean

Turn volume (ft3)

77.9

1.7

23.2

Deck height (ft)

16.0

0.0

6.1

5.0

1.0

1.8

Lateral distance (ft)

200.0

0.0

0.0

Slope distance (ft)

773.0

0.0

314.0

Logs/turn

TABLE A3.
RANGE AND MEAN OF CYCLE ELEMENTS AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
FOR SWINGING WITH A SKIDDER.
I

tema

Time (min)
Max.

Min.

Mean

Position

0.48

0.00

0.29

Hook

4.40

0.15

1.69

Travel loaded

1.58

0.35

0.77

Unhook

2.41

0.25

1.04

Deck

5.00

0.00

1.14

Travel unloaded

0.80

0.15

0.36

Delay-free time

11.80

1.70

5.16

2.00

1.00

1.15

350.00

140.00

222.73

8.00

1.00

4.51

173.35

11.01

62.73

Cycle element

Independent variable
Decks

Slope dist. (ft)
Logs

Volume (ft3)
aSample size = 108 cycles
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TABLE All.
LOADING VARIABLES.

Item

Skidder decksa
Mean
Min.

Max.

Max.

Yarder decksb
Min.
Mean

Cycle element
Swing unloaded (min)

0.31

0.05

0.12

0.27

0.06

0.14

Sort (min)

1.50

0.03

0.21

1.85

0.05

0.35

Swing loaded (min)

0.68

0.05

0.18

1.00

0.10

0.24

Adjust (min)

1.05

0.00

0.09

0.85

0.00

0.09

Delay-free time per
cycle (min)

1.932

0.18

0.60

0.69

0.23

0.83

Number handled

8.00

1.00

1.60

7.00

1.00

2.18

Number loaded

3.00

1.00

1.20

5.00

1.00

1.40

Height (ft)

7.00

0.00

1.91

9.00

0.00

5.25

15.00

4.10

7.89

12.80

5.00

7.48

45.00

1.70

12.30

34.20

2.40

10.76

45.00

1.70

13.84

44.00

2.40

13.56

54.00

13.00

30.88

50.00

15.00

30.61

Independent variable

Average diameter (in.)
Average volume per

log (ft3)

Total volume per

cycle (ft3)

Average log length

per cycle (ft)

aSample size = 436 cycles; average cycles/load = 62; average logs/load=75.
bSample size = 228 cycles; average cycles/load = 57; average logs/load=80.
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TABLE A5.
OTHER LOADING CYCLE ELEMENTS (SELF-LOADER)
I tema

Time (min)
Mean

Standard deviation

Release and position

4.44

1.40

Set-up loader

0.99

0.60

Store loader

1.13

0.40

Bind

7.23

1.60

Brand

2.52

1.10

Delay time/load

3.10

aTotal/load = 19.41 min; sample size = 32 truck loads.

LEGEND

GRAVEL ROAD
DIRT ROAD
OLD ROAD BED
CREEK
YARDING CORRIDOR
CORRIDOR NUMBER

3O

ROCK PIT

0 200 400

FIGURE Al.

SKYLINE ROADS IN STUDY UNIT FOR CREW/SKIDDER STUDY.
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APPENDIX B: COSTS OF YARDING, SWINGING, AND FELLING
Yarding Costs

Koller K-300

New cost with carriage and lines
Salvage value (4 yrs, 20%)
Net cost

$48,500
9,700
$38,800

Radio set
New cost
Salvage value (4 yrs, 10%)
Net cost

$ 4,500
450

$ 4,050

Rigging equipment

New cost
Salvage value (4 yrs, 10%)
Net cost

Average investment (AI)

$ 5,000
500

$ 4,500
$40,244

= New cost + annual depreciation + salvage value
2

Fixed costs

Yarder depreciation
Radio depreciation
Rigging depreciation
Interest (15% of Al)
Insurance

$ 9,700
1,012
1,125
6,037
1,207
1,207

(3% of Al)

Taxes (3% of Al)

Variable costs
Maintenance and repair (50% of depreciation)
Fuel (0.75 gal/hr at $1.10/gal)

$ 5,918
1,320

Lubricants, filters, grease (10% of fuel)

132

Total annual cost

$27,658

Equipment hourly cost (1600 hrs/yr)

$

17.29

$

29.48

$

46.77

Labor hourly cost
$14.74 for one crew member; wage, plus 40%
fringe benefit and burden factor plus $0.75/hr
travel pay)

(two workers)
Total Hourly Cost
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Swinging Costs

John Deere 440 skidder

New cost (less tires)

Salvage value (5 yrs, 20%)
Net cost

$50,000
10,000
$40,000

Tires
New cost (4 at $1,200 ea.)
Salvage value (2 yrs, 0%)
Net cost

$ 4,800
0

$ 4,800

Chainsaw

Net cost
Salvage value (2 yrs, 0%)
Net cost
Average investment

$

475

$

475

0

$37,956

Fixed costs
Skidder depreciation

Tire cost

$ 8,000
2,400

Chainsaw depreciation

238

Interest (15% of Al)
Insurance (3% of Al)
Taxes (3% of Al)

5,693
1,139
1,139

Variable costs
Maintenance and repair (50% of depreciation)

Fuel (1.5 gal/hr at $1.00/gal)
Lubricants, filters, grease (20% of fuel)
Winch line (150 ft of 3/4 in. at $1.68/ft)

$ 5,319
2,400
480
252

Total annual cost

$27,060

Equipment hourly cost (1600 hrs/yr)

$

16.91

$

16.47

$

33.38

Labor hourly cost
(Wage plus 40% fringe benefit and burden

factor plus $0.75/hr travel pay)

Total hourly cost
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Felling Costs

Chainsaw

New cost
Salvage value (2 yrs, 0%)
Net cost

Average investment

$

475

$

475

$

356

$

238

0

Fixed costs
Chainsaw depreciation

Interest

53

(15% of Al)
(3% of Al)

Insurance

11

Taxes (3% of Al)

11

Variable costs
Maintenance and repair (50% of depreciation)
Fuel ($0.25 gal/hr at $1.10/gal)

$

119

440
220
500

Bar oil (50% of fuel)
Misc. supplies
Total annual cost

$ 1,592

Equipment hourly cost (1600 hrs/yr)

$

1.00

$

18.88

$

19.88

Labor hourly cost
(Wage plus 40% fringe benefit and

burden factor plus $0.75/hr travel pay)

Total hourly cost
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APPENDIX C: COST ANALYSIS WORKSHEETS AND
EXAMPLES
INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1.

Complete the input worksheet.

Item I.

Specify (circle) the logging activities that will interact
directly with the yarding processes.

Item II.

Record the hourly cost per crew member, including added
payroll costs. If the crew member's time is to be shared
with other logging activities, state the percentage of the
time chargeable against yarding. Also record the equipment
costs per hour and their prorated percentages. Skidder

costs are allocated by fixed and variable components because
of different options for charging swing costs. Add labor
and equipment costs to give a total hourly yarding cost.
(Example cost from Appendix B.)

Item 111.

Select the appropriate regression equation from Tables 2,
11, or 13. The combined equation covers all treatments,
whereas the individual treatment equations are only for specific treatments. Values of the variables representing spe-

cific corridor conditions (Table 3 or 15) are recorded.
Multiplying the regression coefficients times the variable

values and then summing gives the delay-free cycle time in
minutes.

Item IV.

The effective hour (productive time per scheduled time) is
obtained by multiplying the utilization decimal value (Table
5, 11, or 14) times 60 minutes.

Item V.

Specify the average turn volume in cunits/cycle (Table 3 or
15).

Step 2.

Complete the calculations worksheet using information from the
input worksheet.

Item VI.

The average cycles per scheduled hour is calculated
(Item IV : Item 111).

Item VI I.

The production volume per scheduled hour is calculated

(Item V x Item VI).

Item VIII. The estimated cost per cunit is calculated (Item II : Item

VIII).

Item IV.

Additions and adjustments are made or explained as needed.
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INPUT WORKSHEET
(EXAMPLE FOR 3-PERSON CREW WITH SKIDDER)

(Step 1)
Items

Concurrent activities
Cutting
Swinging with skidder

Yes
Yes

/, No /x/
/x/, No / /
/

II. Cost per scheduled hour
Crew

Yarder operator

x

14.74

x

100%

14.74

x
x
x

100%

Chaser

Choker setter
Choker setter
Cutter
Skidder operator

Percentage

$/hr

prorated

_ $14.74
=
= 14.74
=
=

X

16.47

x

30%

17.29
16.91
11.63
5.28

x
x
x
x
x

100%
30%
30%
30%

=

4.94

Equipment

Yarder
Skidder
Fixed
Variable
Saw

_ $17.29
=
5.07
=

=
=

3.49
1.58

= $56.78/hr

TOTAL

111. Delay-free cycle time
Variable

Constant
Slope distance

1.3969
0.00391
0.0178
0.429
0.0151

Lateral distance
Pieces/turn
Volume/turn
#Choker setters
#Landing crew

-0.381
-0.0941
-0.307

#Skidder

-- minutes
x
x 314.0 feet
x 36.0 feet
2.0 logs
x
x 23.2 cunits
x
x
x

1.0 each
1.0 each
1.0 each
TOTAL

IV. Effective hour
0.43 x 60
V.

=

25.8 minutes per scheduled hour

Volume
0.232 cunits/cycle (gross volume)
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Time (min/cycle)

Regression coefficient x Value Units

1.3969
1.2277
0.6408
0.8580
0.3503
=
=
=

-0.381
-0.0941
-0.307

=

3.6916

CALCULATIONS WORKSHEET
(EXAMPLE CONTINUED)

(Step 2)
Items

VI.

Cycles per scheduled hour

effective hour
delay-free cycle time

=

25.8
3.6916

=

6.99 cycles/hr

VII. Volume per hour

0.232 cunits/cycle x 6.99 cycles/hr = 1.62 cunits/hr

VIII. Cost per unit volume
$/hr

=

cunits/hr.

IV.

56.78
1.62

=

$35.05 per cunit (gross)

Cost per cunit includes delays and road change time but does not
include prerigging costs. Prerigging would increase cost per cunit
approximately 10 percent. Additional costs such as road construction,
felling, loading, transportation, special contract requirements,
planning, and administration are not included.
INPUT WORKSHEET

(EXAMPLE FOR HOT THINNING STUDY,
FELLING INSIDE CORRIDOR)

(Step 1)
I tems

I. Concurrent activities
Cutting
Swinging with skidder

Yes /x/,

Yes / /,

No / /
No /x/

II. Cost per scheduled hour
Crew

Faller

$/hr

Percentage

18.88

x
x

1.00

x

prorated
100%

=

$18.88

100%

=

1.00

=

$19.88/hr

Equipment
Saw

TOTAL
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111. Delay-free felling time
Variable

Regression coefficient x Value Units

Constant
Diameter

-4.9537

x

--

1.2531

x

12

=

Time (min/tree)

minutes =
inches =
TOTAL

-4.9537

15.0372
10.0835

=

IV. Effective hour
0.676 x 60

=

40.56 minutes per scheduled hour

V. Volume

0.1971 cunits/tree (gross volume)

CALCULATIONS WORKSHEET
EXAMPLE CONTINUED

(Step 2)

Items

VI. Trees per scheduled hour
effective hour
delay-free felling time

40.56

=

4.02 trees/hr

10.0835

VII. Volume per hour
0.1971 cunits/tree x 4.02 trees/hr = 0.7932 cunits/hr

VIII. Cost per unit volume

$/hr
cunits/hr
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=

19.88
0.7932

$25.07 per cunit (gross)

APPENDIX 0: DATA TABLES FOR CONVENTIONAL
VERSUS HOT THINNING STUDY
TABLE D1.
CONDITIONS FOR SKYLINE ROADS I N HOT THINNING STUDY.

External
slope yarding

Corridor

Study

distance (ft)

Slope
steepness

1

818

18/22a

treatment
Conventional thinning

2

485

10/ 19

Hot thinning practice

3

635

17/29

Hot thinning,

4

523

24/30

Hot thinning,

number

($)

10-ft corridor width
10-ft corridor width

5

509

22/34

6

477

23/30

Hot thinning,

20-ft corridor width
Hot thinning,
20-ft corridor width

Slope steepness in 1st span/slope steepness in 2nd span
TABLE D2.
RANGE AND MEAN OF CYCLE ELEMENTS FOR FELLING STUDIES

Cycle
element

Operation

Move &

Thinning

select
Cut &

Sample

size
49
37

Corr. felling (LL)a
Corr. felling (WT)b

105

Thinning

48

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

time
(min)

time
(min)

time
(min)

7.39
6.36
5.83

0.00
0.00
0.00

1.58
1.79
1.31

6.69
9.64
5.33

0.51
0.00
0.44

2.28
2.78
1.67

wedge

Corr. felling (LL)
Corr. felling (WT)

37
104

Buck &

Thinning

48

7.34

38

15.69

0.62
1.32

3.24
4.44

46
37

17.47

2.32

7.11

23.02
9.63

2.13
0.81

9.10
2.99

Iimb

Corr. felling (LL)

Total

Thinning

time

per
tree

Corr. felling (LL)
Corr. felling (WT)

104

aL'og length

bWhole tree
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TABLE D3.
RANGE AND MEAN OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR FELLING STUDIES.

Maximum

time
(min)

Independent

variable
Diameter

Thinning

Mean

time
(min)

mode

or
8.49

14.00
20.00
16.00

6.00
6.00
6.00

11.11

Thinning

distance

(in.)

Corr. felling (LL)
Corr. felling (WT)

135.00
120.00
130.00

2.00
0.00
0.00

42.60
48.65
30.0

Volume

Thinning

34.86
53.00
38.15

2.22
3.94
4.02

10.91
19.31

Thinning

95.00
126.00

0.00
5.00

36.72
57.97

Thinning

Corr. felling (LL)

3.00
3.00

1.00
1.00

2.00 (mode)
2.00 (mode)

Thinning

1.00

0.00

0.44

(in.)

Move

(ft3)
Number

of limbs
Stand

condition

.Left hung
aLog length
bWhole tree
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Operation

Minimum

Corr. felling

LL))a

Corr. fellin(WT)b

Corr. felling (LL)
Corr. felling (WT)
Corr. felling (LL)

8.30

9.32

TABLE D4.
RANGE AND MEAN OF CYCLE ELEMENTS FOR CONVENTIONAL/HOT THINNING
STUDY.

Maximum

Cycle
element
Outhaul

Yarding
operation

Conventional thinning

Hot thinning

Lateral out

(20-ft corr.)

Conventional thinning
Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)

Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)
Hook

Conventional thinning

Lateral in

Reset

Inhaul

Unhook

Cut

Total

turn

time

Mean

time
(min)

size
200
404
294

1.56
1.78
1.24

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.74
0.65
0.62

195

2.39
3.05
2.50

0.09
0.03
0.00

0.59
0.49
0.45

3.65
3.20
3.58

0.17
0.19
0.00

0.96
0.73
0.78

405
298
194

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)

405

(20-ft corr.)

300

Hot thinning

time
(min)

time
(min)

Sample

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)

Minimum

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

409
300

1.26
1.25
1.38

0.06
0.00
0.00

0.39
0.26
0.24

Conventional thinning

204
413
302

9.99
9.99
9.99

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.60
0.56
0.57

Conventional thinning

204
411

2.26
1.55
1.55

0.18
0.00
0.00

0.88
0.71

Conventional thinning

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)
Conventional thinning

199

301

1.08

1.04

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

202
405
297

3.94
1.41
1.42

0.19
0.00
0.00

0.39
0.34

corr.)

414
302

6.05
9.86

0.00
0.00

0.28
0.49

180
388
287

15.68
17.38
19.91

1.41
1.33
1.50

5.48
4.26
4.24

Hot thinning

(10-ft

Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)
Conventional thinning

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)
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TABLE D5.
RANGE AND MEAN OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR CONVENTIONAL/HOT
THINNING STUDY.

Independent
variable

Yarding

Range
Maximum Minimum

operation

value

Conventional thinning

(ft)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

795.00
605.00
510.00

25.00
15.00
5.00

382.07
336.50
287.05

Line
distance

Conventional thinning

165.00
180.00
185.00

15.00
10.00

60.93
59.83
59.83

Slope

distance

(ft)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

Number
logs

Conventional thinning

Lead
angle

0.00

4.00
4.00
3.00

0.00
1.00

1.92
1.35
1.35

Conventional thinning

(degrees)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

165.00
167.00
125.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

45.72
45.04
40.88

Log angle
(degrees)

Conventional thinning

166.00
172.00
155.00

0.00
0.00

39.54
18.96
11.50

Conventional thinning

58.07
50.42
98.27

2.88
0.00
4.02

19.99
15.80
19.16

Resets

Conventional thinning

(number)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)

4.00
4.00
3.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.45
0.35
0.27

Volume

(ft3)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)
Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

1.00

0.`00

Observed values

Indicator

Numeric
average

variable

Yarding

Deck

Conventional thinning

3

1

2

1.1366

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)

3

1

1

1.763

Hot thinning (20-ft

3

1

1

1. 1490

Conventional thinning

1

1

1

1.0

Hot thinning (10-ft corr.)

3

1

1

1.3019

Hot thinning (20-ft corr.)

3

1

2

2.0

Conventional thinning

1

0

1

0.5048

Hot thinning

1

0

1

0.4967

condition

Surface
condition

Hot-thin
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Average

operation

Maximum Minimum

corr.)

(20-ft corr.)

Mode
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